European Commission Mobility
Package: a new boost for the
European Battery Alliance
Eindhoven, Netherlands – 21 May 2018
Last week, the European Commission adopted a new set of regulations, which aim to offer all
Europeans benefits from safer vehicles, reduced pollution and advanced technological solutions,
while supporting the competitiveness of Europe. Initiatives in the package include the first
CO2 standards for heavy-duty vehicles and a strategic action plan for the development and
manufacture of batteries in Europe.
Commenting on the adoption of the package, Vice-President Maroš Šefčovič of the European
Commission said: "Mobility is crossing a new technological frontier. With this final set of proposals
under the Energy Union, we help our industry stay ahead of the curve. By producing key technological
solutions at scale, including sustainable batteries, and deploying key infrastructure, we will also get
closer to a triple zero: emissions, congestion and accidents."
InnoEnergy, Europe’s sustainable energy innovation engine, welcomes these initiatives and, in
particular, the strategic action plan for batteries. This was inspired by the 49 recommendations that
InnoEnergy built together with more than 120 stakeholders of the industrial battery ecosystem over
the past four months, as part of the European Battery Alliance (EBA).
This plan identified key actions and clear milestones to accelerate the EU’s position in the global
battery market. These actions will support the entire battery value chain by using all available
European resources: funding, legal instruments and political initiatives, for example.
With this new announcement, InnoEnergy believes Europe is on the right track to capture a battery
market of up to €250 billion a year from 2025 onwards.
Diego Pavia, CEO of InnoEnergy, commented: “We are proud to play our role in achieving this
European ambition. This is an important milestone for the European Battery Alliance that brings us
significantly closer to earning the EU’s place as a leading player on the global battery market. The
latest announcement by the EU not only recognises the value of the EBA’s but represents major
progress on the pathway to realising this burgeoning opportunity for Europe’s energy industry.”
Concrete investment projects have already been identified in the ecosystem the EBA has
established. InnoEnergy will strongly support these initiatives, as a co-investor or facilitator.

Pavia continues: “InnoEnergy shares Vice-President Šefčovič convictions; the scale and speed of the
necessary investment require combined efforts to address this industrial challenge. We are
determined to dedicate our resources, our experience supporting 26 different battery innovators
and our ecosystem to help reaching that objective.”
Ends

Useful links:
•

The “Europe on the move” third package:
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/road/news/2018-05-17-europe-on-the-move3_en

•

The European Battery Alliance: https://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/policy/europeanbattery-alliance_en

•

The Strategic Action Plan on Batteries:
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/3rd-mobility-pack/com20180293annex2_en.pdf

•

The role of EIT InnoEnergy in the European Battery Alliance:
http://www.innoenergy.com/eit-innoenergys-role-within-the-european-battery-alliance/

About InnoEnergy
InnoEnergy is the innovation engine for sustainable energy across Europe.
We support and invest in innovation at every stage of the journey – from classroom to endcustomer. With our network of partners we build connections across Europe, bringing together
inventors and industry, graduates and employers, researchers and entrepreneurs, businesses and
markets.
We work in three essential areas of the innovation mix:
Education to help create an informed and ambitious workforce that understands the
demands of sustainability and the needs of industry.
Innovation Projects to bring together ideas, inventors and industry to create commercially
attractive technologies that deliver real results to customers.
Business Creation Services to support entrepreneurs and start-ups who are expanding
Europe’s energy ecosystem with their innovative offerings.
Bringing these disciplines together maximises the impact of each, accelerates the development of
market-ready solutions, and creates a fertile environment in which we can sell the innovative
results of our work.
InnoEnergy was established in 2010 and is supported by the European Institute of Innovation and
Technology (EIT).
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